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Abstract— When we consider the online service or desktop application there is major issue of security breaching. Old password
schemes has some drawbacks like hacking of password, shoulder-surfing attack as far as password is concern, online password guessing
attack, relay attack. Hence there must be system that provides good solution for such password cracking attacks. There are many
solutions for it and various password schemes available that achieves this. The main drawback of these schemes is users have to deal
with complicated and tedious steps as far as registration and login of user is concern as its logic contains some intense AI processes. In
our proposed scheme introduced a session password is a password uniquely generated for every session. The scheme allows the system
to automatically generate a session password each time the user logs in. The session password is generated randomly based on the
randomly generated grid. The grid is used as a medium for password generation. Now the system stores this password and uses it to
generate a unique session password while user logs in the next time. This session based authentication system uses the user password
and compares alphabets contained alongside a 6*6 grid with letters a-z and numbers 0-9. The user needs to know the original password
and the generation scheme to enter the exact password. Further graphical passwords are coming to the existence but the graphical
passwords have their own disadvantages like they require more time to Authenticate and the usability issues. Thus we proposed a session
password scheme in which the passwords are used only once for each and when session is terminated the password is no longer in use. it
provides all benefits of session and make system more powerful from security point of view.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of low-power and highly
efficient networks, mobile users can pay bills, buy goods
online, and carry out electronic transactions by subscribing
to various remote services. Though mobile computing
devices are highly portable, they are usually unprotected
and easy to be stolen or get lost. Unless precautions are
taken, an unauthorized person may gain access to the
information stored on them. For instance, illegal access
may be acquired by intruders if the data is "sniffed out of
the air" in wireless communications or some malware is
installed. The lack of authentication and privacy may cause
even more severe results like crippled devices, personal
data loss, disclosure of non-public data, or charge of
abused usage against the device owner. Mobile computing
devices are of great security concern not only because of
the data stored on them, but also for that they may provide
access to other services that store or display non-public
data. For almost all these transactions, mutual
authentication and user privacy are required in the key
exchange before remote servers start providing services to
users.
The most common method used for authentication is
textual password. The vulnerabilities of this method like
eves dropping, dictionary attack, social engineering and
shoulder surfing are well known. Random and lengthy
passwords can make the system secure. But the main
problem is the difficulty of remembering those passwords.
Studies have shown that users tend to pick short passwords
or passwords that are easy to remember. Unfortunately,
these passwords can be easily guessed or cracked. The
alternative techniques are graphical passwords and
biometrics. But these two techniques have their own

disadvantages. Biometrics, such as finger prints, iris scan
or facial recognition have been introduced but not yet
widely adopted. The major drawback of this approach is
that such systems can be expensive and the identification
process can be slow. There are many graphical password
schemes that are proposed in the last decade. But most of
them suffer from shoulder surfing which is becoming quite
a big problem. There
are graphical passwords schemes that have been proposed
which are resistant to shoulder-surfing but they have their
own drawbacks like usability issues or taking more time
for user to login or having tolerance levels. Personal
Digital Assistants are being used by the people to store
their personal and confidential information like passwords
and PIN numbers. Authentication should be provided for
the usage of these devices.
2. RELATED WORKS
2.1 Text Passwords
Text passwords are the ubiquitous method of
authentication in most modern computing environments.
Unix systems initially implemented a simple text password
system whereby account passwords were stored verbatim
in a file. Although the file was protected from casual
reading and writing, a privileged and knowledgeable user
could gain access to the file, thereby instantly
compromising all users’ passwords. Wilkes proposed
securing each new password with encryption before storing
them during account creation. At login, such a system
would encrypt the entered password, compare the result to
the stored encrypted password for that user, and grant
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access if they matched. Although encryption added a layer
of security, if the encryption key were compromised or
broken, all passwords would also be compromised. 13 To
remedy this vulnerability, Evans and Kantrowitz proposed
passing the entered password through a one-way hashing
function, instead of using encryption. Such a hash function
must have the following basic properties:
1.
It must be computationally infeasible to reverse.
2.
For two identical inputs, their outputs must also be
identical.
3.
It must be computationally infeasible to find two
distinct inputs that result in the same output. An attacker
who compromises a file of hashed passwords will be
unable to obtain the plaintext passwords without
performing a password guessing attack, whereby the
attacker chooses and hashes a candidate password, and
compares the result to each of the hashes contained in the
password file. Any hashes that match imply that the
candidate password is the actual password for the
corresponding account.
2.2
Graphical Passwords
Graphical password systems represent passwords in some
form of visual format (as opposed to the lexical format of
text passwords). Over the past decade, usable
authentication researchers have taken great interest in
graphical passwords, since humans have a better memory
for visual stimuli than text Biddle et al. have recently
published the most complete survey of graphical password
research to date. They found that the usability and security
of graphical passwords are generally inversely
proportional, and advise that the next generation of
graphical passwords (and usable security research in
general) should aim to find solutions that increase usability
and security simultaneously. They classify graphical
passwords into three types. Recall-based systems require
users to draw a password, either on a blank canvas or grid.
An example of a recallbased system is Draw-A- Secret
where the user draws on top of a grid, and the password is
represented as the sequential movements from one grid
square to another. Further studies have shown that users
choose predictable patterns
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feedback about password choice (e.g., with a password
strength meter), or force users to create passwords that
comply with specific system- defined rules (e.g., the
password must include both letters and numbers). Despite
these strategies, users often select weak passwords that are
predictable and are easy for attackers to guess. This occurs
partially because users misunderstand the advice or
requirements, underestimate the risks, and because
limitations of human memory mean that they must employ
coping mechanisms in order to reduce the burden of
remembering so many passwords. These coping
mechanisms may include reusing passwords across several
accounts, using predictable alphanumeric combinations, or
storing passwords in an easily accessible, insecure location.
Although they have appealing characteristics, only limited
success has been achieved through encouraging the use of
passphrases (passwords are longer phrases) or mnemonic
passwords (passwords are abbreviated from a longer word
or phrase, for example by using the first letters of the
words in a phrase, or including common character
substitutions. At least in their basic form, both suffer from
predictability problems because users choose common
character substitutions or well known phrases. Such
approaches also do not mitigate the
problem of
remembering which password corresponds to which
account when users have multiple accounts. Furthermore,
phishing and other social engineering attacks on
passwords have increased dramatically over the past few
years since text passwords are easy for users to
unintentionally reveal to attackers, complicating matters
further.

2.3
TF-AKE Scheme
we propose a new TF-AKE scheme to overcome the
weaknesses of the previous schemes. Our ideas can be
summarized as follows: (a) encrypt user ID for user
anonymity as in Sun et al.’s scheme, and adopt a similar
mechanism to Li et al.’s scheme for ensuring user
untraceability, meanwhile introduce an additional mechanism for de-synchronization; (b) encrypt all data stored in
smart card SC under either the server S’s long-term secret
number or user’s password, and ensure that an adversary is
unable to get the server’s long-term secret number or user
password through lost-smart-card attack; (c) introduce
nonces in the messages flows for preventing the leakage of
any information which facilitates an adversary to launch
offline dictionary attack; and (d) use conventional method
to defend against online dictionary attacks, namely, when a
preset maximum number of consecutive failed attempts is
reached, further run of the Login and Authentication
process between SC and S will be prohibited.

Despite the large number of options for authentication, text
passwords remain the most common choice for several
reasons. Text passwords are easy and inexpensive to
implement, and are familiar to most users. Passwords allow
users to authenticate themselves without violating their
privacy, as biometrics could, since users can select
passwords that do not contain personal information. And
finally, passwords are portable since users simply have to
recall them, as opposed to tokens which must be carried.
However, text passwords also have a number of the
inadequacies from both security and usability viewpoints,
2.4
Graphical password methods
such as being difficult to remember and being predictable if
Some existing graphical password methods are as follows.
user-choice is allowed. Passwords are only secure if they
Graphical based password techniques have been proposed
are difficult for attackers to guess, yet are only usable if
to solve limitations of conventional text based password
users can remember them.
techniques, because pictures are easier to remember than
Systems sometimes provide on-screen advice on how to
texts. Graphical password techniques show that techniques
create more secure passwords (e.g., select something
can be categorized into four groups as follows.
memorable that would be difficult for others to guess), give
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A.
Recognition-Based Technique: In this category,
users select images, icons or symbols from a collection of
images. At the time of authentication, the users need to
recognize their images, symbols, icons which are selected
at the time of registration among a set of images.
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authentication system uses the user password and compares
alphabets contained alongside a 6*6 grid with letters a-z
and numbers 0-9. The user needs to know the original
password and the generation scheme to enter the exact
password.

B.
Recall-Based Technique: This category is very
easy and convenient, but it seems that users can hardly
remember their passwords. Still it is more secure than the
recognition based technique.
C.
Cued Recall-Based Technique: In this category,
users are provided with reminders or hints. Reminders help
the users to reproduce their passwords or help users to
reproduce the password more accurately. This is similar to
recall based schemes but it is recall with cueing.
D.
Hybrid Schemes: In this category, the
authentication will be typically the combination of two or
more schemes. These schemes are used to overcome
drawbacks of single scheme, such as spyware, shoulder
surfing.
2.5
Color keyboard implementation
The principle behind the keyboard design is simple – but
that doesn't mean its simple to use (unfortunately). Note
that in some browsers it may be necessary to click on the
keyboard with your mouse before doing any typing.
Typing is performed using four buttons; in this
demonstration, the directional arrows on your computer
keyboard are used. A
fifth button, called the mode
button is used to switch between keyboards (this provides
access to a wider range of characters). In this demo, the
space bar is used for this purpose.
Each arrow is associated with a colour. To enter a letter
that appears on the keyboard, you are required to press the
arrow buttons in the colour sequence indicated on the key.
The sequence of colors is read left-to-right/top-to-bottom.
If a letter appears 'ghosted' it means that that letter
sequence is incompatible with the buttons you have pressed
so-far (you can cancel an incomplete sequence of button
presses - see below). If all the letters are ghosted, it means
that the keyboard has lost focus, click on the keyboard with
your mouse to restore control.

4. FILE UPLOAD AND ENCRYPTION
Each file which is to be uploaded is encrypted with
encryption key. Once file is encrypted, next step is to
upload it to the storage system along with data decryption
key. Owner speciﬁes the set of attributes for access
structure, it then encrypts the file. Finally, owner uploads
encrypted file and encryption key and set of attributes to
the storage systems.

5.SESSION BASED DATA SHARING
The users can view the files which are uploaded by them,
then the users can share the files to the receiver by giving
the time limit to accessing the data. Based on the time
limit, the session key is generated for that file access. The
key is only valid for that user given time, after the time
limit the receiver have no access for that file.

3. SESSION GRID ALGORITHM
The session password is generated randomly based on the
randomly generated grid. The grid is used as a medium for
password generation. While registration the user must
normally enter his username and password while
registering into the system. Now the system stores this
password and uses it to generate a unique session password
while user logs in the next time. This session based
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6. FILE DECRYPTION AND DOWNLOAD
User requests the file by providing details and in response
system replies with encrypted file. Before that the system
will check the role and signature of the users whether the
receiver have the same role as the sender mentioned. It will
avoid the unauthorized users or hackers. The receiver
receives the encrypted file, and he has correct role and
signature, if it’s correct, the original file gets decrypted for
the receiver. This allows them to access information
without authorization and thus poses a risk to information
privacy.
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7.CONCLUSION
There are many techniques which are proposed for
preventing shoulder surfing attack,with all proposed
techniques thesession based password scheme using
shuffling keyboard with Pair Based method is more
effective and secure toshoulder surfing attack, as this
technique is providing a particular session password for
every session or transaction Also, it is easy to use and
handle, hence in near future , this technique has scope to
use in many fields for the security purpose. In this paper,
we proposed an Anonymous Two-FactorAKE scheme
which preserves security against various attacksincluding
de- synchronization attack, lost-smart-cardattack and
password guessing attack, and supports severaldesirable
properties including perfect forward secrecy,anonymity or
untraceability, adaptively password change,no centralized
password storage, and no long-term publickey.
Furthermore, our protocol maintain high efficiency interms
of storage requirement, communication cost as well as
computational complexity. Our protocol requires onlya few
number of message flows and all the transmittedmessages
are short in size. Additional, the proposed schemeis
provably secure in our extended security model of
AKE.Therefore, the proposed scheme is suitable for
deploymentin various low-power networks, in particular,
the pervasiveand mobile computing networks.
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